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F The Smart Shelf revolutionises the “on holds” process, 

allowing reserved items to be identified and allocated to 

patrons without staff intervention. The innovative Smart 

Shelf effectively transforms the On Hold process to a one-

touch solution.

On hold items are simply placed on the on holds shelf. Patrons are notified 
that they have an on hold item ready for pick up. An optional receipt 
indicating the shelf number is given to the patron from either the Self Loan 
Station or On Holds Station. The item is then retrieved and checked out. 

Items that are not retrieved will simply roll over once the hold duration 
has expired. The next waiting patron is then notified. If there is no waiting 
patron the Management Console will produce a report of expired holds 
items that are to be reshelved.

The Smart Shelf consists of one “master” shelf consisting of 8 consecutively 
numbered cubicles (2 across, 4 high) and an exception shelf at the bottom. 

Each cubicle holds 12 to 13 books or 26 DVD cases.

The system is modular -- additional “slave” shelf units (up to 7) may be 
added to the master.

The Smart Shelf Station is available in several colours, includes a thermal 
receipt printer plus a touchscreen computer (running the On Holds software) 
which directs patrons to the appropriate cubicle number.

Please refer to the Smart Shelf Architect Pack for information on installation 
options.

We’d love to discuss library RFID and its benefits with you and your team. We 
can gladly set up a demonstration of our products at your premises, arrange 

a tour of our site, or a visit to one of our up and running RFID libraries.

Give us a call:   1 300 731 991
Send us an email:  enquiries@fetechgroup.com
Or visit our website:  www.fetechgroup.com


